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Life. Simplified.

SimpliMation is a custom automation company that specialises in supplying, installing and supporting
automation for multi-residential and commercial spaces. We are constantly advancing our products and
service offerings to stay ahead of the ever-changing tech industry. With a keen eye for detail, and a
dedicated customer focus, we pride ourselves on world-class customised results. With us, you get more
than a service; you get an experience.
Life. Simplified.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
In keeping with our ethos of smarter working and living, our products
and services are ideally suited for any unique technical need. From a
small step into the future, to a giant dive into complex technology, our
overall aim is to enable a smarter, simpler, more sustainable lifestyle.
We leverage cutting-edge, innovative technology to enhance and
optimise your way of life. We supply the convenience and usability of
intelligent technology, to make your home and work experience
practical, innovative and simplified.
Above all, our business is about valuing relationships. With a
demonstrated client focus, we add unmatched value by exceeding
expectations, delivering on time, within stipulated budget.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
SimpliMation utilizes and installs only the best of the latest technology
on the market today. We offer a range of solutions from entry level to
larger, more robust systems. We collaborate with you, and your chosen
team to custom-design the ideal solution according to your unique
requirements.
Anything can be controlled through the touch of a button, from the palm
of your hand. Lock doors, control lights, raise / lower temperatures, send
audio and video to any room; anything is possible!
Combined with unobtrusive environmental sensors and cameras, your
space will achieve levels of automation and security only ever dreamed
of.

RESIDENTIAL

SimpliMation gives homeowners access to the luxury of convenient technology that manages their
living space securely and practically. Our methodologies for home automation installations can be
measured against international standards, while our services are innovative and proactive, to
harness the full potential of our systems. We can retrofit tailor-made solutions or provide them
off-plan.

We provide tailor-made solutions off-plan
or that can retroﬁt into your existing
environment.

Our certiﬁed and
compliant installations
are performed
professionally &
efﬁciently.

AUDIO VISUAL
SimpliMation specialises in audio visual (AV) multi-room distribution. We also
design and install home theatre systems, from smaller 2.1 stereo systems, to
9.1.2 giants and beyond.
We offer complete AV solutions; from small apartments, to medium and large
homes, offices or retail centres.

AUTOMATION
Implement and program your
system to run automatically based
on your daily routine. Control lights,
audio and electrical devices and
HVAC systems automatically or
individually with an elegant keypad,
smartphone or tablet.
Our automation solutions don’t
have to break the bank; start small,
room by room and expand from
there. Your comfort, safety, security
and convenience are all at the heart
of a user-friendly system.

Our top multiroom audio systems will suit the most discerning of tastes with
exquisite sound and seamless integration. Multi-room systems allow you to
listen to music and / or watch screens in any number of rooms. These also give
users the option to make use of different sources in various rooms: watch TV
in one room while listening to music in another.
With one touch of a button, conveniently control your home theatre system,
videos, music, photos and files via a single remote or application. One button
can set the scene by turning on your theatre system and tuning into the latest
movie, dim the lights and close the curtains / blinds. Whether your preferred
platform is DSTV, Showmax, Netflix, or any other online media, SimpliMation
can simplify and maximise your audio and visual experience. Our superior
systems allow our clients to spend more time relaxing, and less time hassling
with complicated audio / video systems and configurations.

SECURITY
These solutions can not only intelligently control energy efﬁcient lighting, power, central heating,
cameras, gates, garages, garden sprinklers, doors and windows, they can significantly reduce energy
consumption; thus, saving you money.

We are passionate about creating innovative technology that deepens the
connection between people and what they care about most – homes, families
and businesses. SimpliMation can advise and assist in the design and
installation of effective security systems, whether you need stand-alone
security or full-integration.

We ensure that your most precious belongings are always close to your control: Automate, monitor
and control your system from anywhere in the world using a device of your choice. Our user-friendly
interface and controls are game-changers, and you’ll wonder how you ever lived without them.

SimpliMation’s security solutions give users access and control over IP
cameras and intercom systems, and various other customised security
equipment. Our systems ensure that owners or staff have the option to
receive notifications and view live camera footage from anywhere using
remote devices from any location. We do all this with elite products

NETWORK & WI-FI
Your network is the beating heart that supports each and every smart device.
Without a reliable and efficient network, even the smartest devices are
rendered useless. It is essential that the network connection in your home or
business is efficient and able to support the demands of this sophisticated
technology. As your device collection grows, so your network and
connectivity need to in order for your space to function optimally and the
way you want it to. Elevate the security of your network with enterprisegrade equipment including routers, switches and access points.
We’ll coordinate with your local Internet Service Provider (ISP) to provide
reliable and high-speed connectivity for your home and workplace and
deliver both wired and wireless systems to meet your needs. Our team will
also provide remote support once installation has been done.

HVAC & ENERGY
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) control will ensure
that your home is the perfect temperature, whilst limiting the
environmental impact. One button can set your space on “Away Mode”
to ensure greater overall energy saving. SimpliMation is focused on
sustainability and efficiency, and we care for eco-friendlier, smart
solutions.
We use only the best products when it comes to efficient energy
consumption. Our team of skilled certified electricians implement these
world class products in conjunction with reliable automated systems to
provide stable power and protection for expensive equipment, along
with power backup solutions to keep systems running optimally.

CINEMA ROOMS

WE TAKE PRIDE IN OUR WORK

SimpliMation’s custom products and services have enabled businesses to spread their wings and soar
into the digital age. Our solutions will maximise the comfort and convenience of your working space,
allowing you and your team to focus on the core of your business while everything else takes care of
itself.
We have seen automation spread its innovation in countless commercial spaces. There is always the
option to start a system in one or a few small areas, but we’re certain that once the potential is
unleashed, the desire for more smart devices will grow right alongside it. A commercial automation
system makes it possible for almost everything in your office, hotel room or restaurant. From optimising
how teams work together, to creating an atmosphere with smart thermostats and automatic lighting, all
whilst keeping everything conveniently, reliably safe with smart security.

COMMERCIAL

Turn your home into a full-on cinema experience.
Without setting foot outside your door, enjoy movie-theatre-quality
image and sound with a custom home theatre system. If you’re looking
for something a little smaller, we also equip pyjama lounges and media
rooms – there are no limits for these remarkable devices.
We take all of your needs taken into account, from room design
including lighting, seating and wall finishes, to audio visual, video
system, control system and more. Our home cinema installation is done
seamlessly, and renovations on existing systems can be arranged. Each
of our finished projects comes with the handover of certified
documentation, should you decide to sell.

LIGHTING & SHADING
As certified installers of various premium lighting systems, we ensure
that you’ll experience the full benefits of automated, responsive
smart lighting and shading.

SERVICE & MAINTENANCE PLANS
We care for the systems that we install, and ensure that our customers
have more than enough support on call once the project is complete.
Whether it’s a home security system, home theatre or full smart home
automation, SimpliMation’s service and maintenance plan ensures that
every aspect of your system is up-to-date and fully functional.

LARGE SCALE
DIGITAL DISPLAYS

HOSPITALITY

STRUCTURED WIRING / NETWORKING
Elevate the security of your businesses network with enterprise-grade equipment, including routers, switches and access points. We’ll coordinate with your
local Internet Service Provider (ISP) to provide reliable and high-speed connectivity for your workplace and deliver both wired and wireless systems to meet
your needs.
Your staff will be able to work efficiently without interruptions. In the case of
system errors or failures, our team provides remote monitoring, as well as quick
service and support.

LIGHTING &
SHADING
As certified installers of various
premium lighting systems, we ensure
that you’ll experience the full benefits
of automated, responsive smart
lighting and shading.

SMART GLASS

Take charge of office operations with cost-effective, energy-efficient lighting control. Occupancy
sensors automatically turn off lights in vacant areas of your commercial settings, and one button can
shut off all the lights in the building.
Enjoy unparalleled quality, and ultimate control to create unique, unmatched ambient moodscapes for
your home, and the perfect environment for commercial spaces.

SMART OFFICE
With simple integration with Microsoft Outlook and any other personal
information management systems, teams will easily be able to navigate the
smart boardroom. Some of these smart features include aircons automatically
switching on when a person is detected by sensors, blinds being automatically
closed or opened, having a custom “meeting mode” to suit your custom
preferences and much more. With these features, people can focus on their
priorities and work more smoothly.

SMART OFFICES
SMART BOARDROOMS & SMART SPACES
SimpliMation is assisting in the evolution of smarter spaces by offering
unparalleled tech solutions that enhance user experiences and support
business goals, including the goals to go greener. Our fully integrated
smart solutions will help you maximise usage, improve efﬁciency and
encourage collaboration by creating a dynamic workplace
environment.
Smart technology helps your team stay on track and avoid delays by
giving you sophisticated yet simple controls everyone can use.
Today’s boardroom or conference room needs the efficiency,
productivity, and elegance of the most up-to-date systems modern
technology has to offer. Conduct meetings, brainstorming sessions
and more with a single easy-to-use touch device to control the room
for multi-media presentations or video conferencing.

SECURITY
A central component of a business is a security and surveillance system. It’s
essential to protect all of your assets; from important documents and
equipment, to the people who walk in and out on a daily basis. Discreet
security cameras, an alarm system, and 24/7 monitoring will ensure that
your facility is well protected from every threat, including fires and water
leaks. SimpliMation offers customised security plans to include access
control, keyless entry, HD intercoms, and more.

HVAC CONTROL & MONITORING
Maximise energy efficiency, comfort and facility management with scalable
building automation systems and connectivity solutions. Whether you're
designing for energy management, environmental concerns, analytics or
more, count on SimpliMation’s solutions to help you meet today's building
control challenges. Our building management system integration works
seamlessly with any property type and any preference, for any industry.

SMART GLASS
Smart Glass or Switchable Glass allows glass to change from transparent to
varying degrees of opaque on demand for privacy, custom shading, solar
control, and transparent displays. Simply put: we make your glass intelligent.

Life. Simplified.

